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You’re holding a picture of a loved one. Up on stage, she stands blindfolded. She sees a face. She speaks a
name. You are dumbfounded. Tessa just identified the person in your photograph! You scratch your head
with puzzlement at her accurate predictions involving individuals in the audience. Find yourself speechless
as another audience member is mysteriously levitated - no strings attached! You see the incredible mind
mysteries and you’re thinking, how is it possible? You wonder if everyone else is thinking the same thing.
The experience defies explanation.

Since 1983, mentalists Jeff and Tessa Evason have brought their impressive ESP show to live audiences
and television viewers worldwide. It’s a slick blend of interactive demonstration, comic relief, and
spellbinding entertainment, evoking laughter and hushed astonishment from volunteer participants and the
audience at large. The Evasons appear to do the impossible: reading minds, making people levitate,
predicting the future, and moving objects with their minds.

The Evasons continue to earn the respect of their peers. At the World Magic Seminar in Las Vegas,
Siegfried & Roy named The Evasons their favorite act, awarding them the SARMOTI Award. In July 2003,
they received the very first Mentalism award given by the prestigious Milbourne Christopher Foundation.
The Psychic Entertainers Association named them Performers Of The Year.
Their excellence has been showcased on the network TV programs World’s Greatest Magic on NBC,
Masters of Illusions on PAX, Grand Illusions on Discovery Channel and Powers of the Paranormal on
FOX.
Is it the supernatural? You decide. Jeff & Tessa don’t ask you to believe. But don’t be quick to dismiss
their act as sheer hocus pocus, either. The Evasons have no secret assistants, and no concealed electronic
communications devices. In fact, they will offer $25,000 to anyone who can prove otherwise! Whether you
believe in it or not, the real purpose of the show is to entertain, amuse and generate enthusiasm. So sit back,
relax, and enjoy a show that’s going to knock your socks off!
Their spellbinding interactive entertainment and professionalism both on and off stage have made them a
huge success, not only with the audiences who see them, but with the entertainment planners who work
with them.
If you want everyone talking about your event, book The Evasons as your main attraction.
You don’t even need Tessa to foretell a show-stopping success.

WE PUT THE

FUN

IN YOUR FUNCTION!

“ Because your events are serious business
and the success of your event is our business! “

